Introduction to Business
Chapter 4 Business Ethics and Social Responsibility
(a) ethics, (b) social responsibility, (c) business ethics, (d) Equal Pay Act, (e) conflict of interest, (f) Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) , (g) sweatshops, (h) code of ethics, (i) Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA), (j) Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

_____ 1. The principles you live by, like honor and integrity, are called your.
_____ 2. Most businesses police themselves by distributing a.
_____ 3. Are factories that have unsafe workings conditions, treat workers badly, and pay poorly.
_____ 4. Is a set of laws about how a business should behave.
_____ 5. The obligation a business has to do what is best for society is called.
_____ 6. An ethical question in business will occur when there is a _____ between social well being and profit.
_____ 7. A division of the Department of Labor that sets and enforces work-related health and safety rules is
called the.
_____ 8. The ______ (passed in 1964) requires that men and women be paid the same wages for doing equal
work.
_____ 9. The _____ is a government agency that protects consumers from dangerous or falsely advertised
products.
_____ 10. The federal agency that enforces rules that protect the environment and control pollution is called.

Review What You Learned
11. Describe ethics.
12. Why was the Occupational Safety and Health Administration created?
13. How do most businesses police themselves?
14. Describe some of the ways unethical business practices can affect a business.
15. What are three questions you could ask yourself when considering a questionable course of action?
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16. When does a conflict of interest occur?
17. What is the mission of the Food and Drug Administration?
18. What responsibilities do businesses have to their employees?
19. Name the biggest social issue facing businesses today.
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